
KS3 Art:
Key Skills & Concepts

Emerging Developing Securing Mastering

Develop You are researching artists 

methodically

You research ideas cautiously

Written analysis is simplistic

Your understanding of different 

cultures is minimal 

You are researching artists in a 

reflective way

Your ideas are researched showing 

a broadening understanding of 

what you are looking at

Written analysis is developing

Your understanding of different 

cultures is reflective

You are researching artists in an 

informed way

Your ideas are researched showing a 

secure understanding of what you are 

looking at

Written analysis is engaged

Your understanding of different cultures 

is thoughtful

You research artists in an intuitive way

Your ideas are researched showing an 

insightful understanding of what you are 

looking at

Written analysis is perceptive

Your understanding of different cultures is 

advanced

Refine You select materials that suit the 

project and are predictable.

You try out different materials and 

techniques in a superficial way 

You improve your work but it’s often 

unrefined

You select materials that suit the 

project and are broadening

You have tried out different 

materials and techniques showing 

growing control

You improve and refine your work 

but often play it safe

You select materials that suit the 

project and are purposeful

You have tried out different materials 

and techniques that are skilfully done.

You improve and refine your work so 

that it is secure

You select materials that suit the project 

and are inspired

You have tried out different materials 

showing outstanding experimental 

techniques

You can improve and refine your work to 

ensure it is always resolved

Record You are able to produce some 

observational drawings 

You have evidence of creating 

mood boards and research pages

You have some descriptive written 

work

Your observational drawing is 

developing nicely 

Your Mood board and research 

pages are predictable

Recording ideas, both written and 

visual is developing

Annotation of work is reflective

Your observational drawing is skilful and 

engaged 

Your Mood board and research pages 

are informed and focussed

Recording ideas, both written and 

visual is comprehensive

Annotation of work is convincing

Your observational drawing is accomplished 

Your Mood boards and research pages are 

insightful

Recording ideas, both written and visual is 

outstanding and refined 

Annotation of work is perceptive

Present You can present a final piece in a 

way that shows some of your 

research has been used. 

You can present a final piece that 

shows growing control and is in a 

way that shows you have used your 

research. 

You can present a final piece that is risk 

taking and focussed and done in a 

way that shows you have used your 

research.

You can present a final piece that is 

accomplished and is done in a way that 

shows you have used your research well.


